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NATO S.G JEN STOLTENBERG TRAVELS TO GERMANY BEFORE NEXT SUMMMIT
OF HEAD OF STATE
TO BE HELD IN BRUSSELS 24 MARCH 2022

Paris, Washington DC, 16.03.2022, 17:36 Time

USPA NEWS - NATO defense ministers gather today in Brussels for an extraordinary meeting as Russia’s war in Ukraine continues
to challenge the alliance in decades, NATO Secretary General, Mr. Jens Stoltenberg,will travel to Germany, to meet with Olaf Scholtz,
German Chancellor, and members of the Bundestag, tomorrow 17 March. Next week, A meeting of the North Atlantic Council (NAC) at
the level of Heads of State and Government will take place on Thursday 24 March 2022.The meeting will be in person and will be
chaired by the NATO Secretary General, Jens Stoltenberg. U. S President Biden will attend this NATO’s Summit of 24 March.The
Secretary General will preview the Summit with a press conference on Wednesday 23 March 2022.More than 70 years after its
founding, NATO remains an indispensable alliance — the ultimate guarantee of security for its 30 members from Europe and North
America. Today’s security environment, however, has changed radically since NATO was created. Now, the recent war in Ukraine,
showed that the global balance of power is shifting, with his neighbor country, is proving to that Russia is push-back against the rules-
based international order. 

U.S PRESIDENT BIDEN TO ATTEND MEETING OF THE NATO IN BRUSSELS 24 MARCH 2022
More than 70 years after its founding, NATO remains an indispensable alliance — the ultimate guarantee of security for its 30
members from Europe and North America. Today’s security environment, however, has changed radically since NATO was created.
Now, the recent war in Ukraine, showed that the global balance of power is shifting, with his neighbor country, is proving to that Russia
is push-back against the rules-based international order. Both of these two Eastern countries are not part of NATO, and recently, as
the war’s development are ongoing, the Ukrainian President Zelensky, has kept begging for his NATO’s memberships, for
months….----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
As the 4th round of talks have been held between Russia and Ukraine’s delegation, the Ukrainian president Zelensky, revealed today
a glimmer of hope, estimating that the positions were now "more realistic" and accepting the evidence vis-à-vis his a strong SOS call
for NATO to grant Ukraine a fast-track membership .... to ensure the security of his country, by the North Atlantic Alliance "it takes
even more time for decisions to be in the interest of Ukraine. " He also made a gesture towards Moscow, saying he was ready to
renounce any membership of his country in NATO, a casus belli for Russia. It may be the end of this dream, which ends with this
membership in NATO, as he was able to paraphrase Martin Luther King, in front of the US Congress, today "I have a Dream". The
alliance is now facing another range of other security challenges, du to the threats from Russia towards other border countries, such
as Poland, Moldavia, Georgia, the late have reentry applied for a fast track membership at European Union, for getting protection.
Amongst the military threats, there is also a risk of sophisticated cyber-attacks, nuclear proliferation, and teahouse of chemical
weapons arising form Russia, during this period of turmoil, nearby.
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